
          Mobility Drills  

Having adequate mobility is a crucial element of been healthy, if a personal cant move a 
joint freely through a natural full range of motion then the risk of injury is there.


Living in the modern world today we sit for long periods of time, drive for periods of time 
and generally don’t use the body as its designed to move, resulting in tight joints and 
weak inactive muscles.


It’s imperative you spend 5-7 minutes doing some mobility / activation work before you 
hit the cardio and resistance workouts.


Why spending 5-7 minutes doing mobility is important 


• Decrease risk of injury - any restrictions to a freely moving joint pose possible risk of 
injury, a free joint is a happy joint 


• Keep joints healthy - when we mobilise we warm the joint and increase fluid and blood 
around the joint 


• Become stronger - If a movement pattern is restricted we can’t take an exercise through 
a full range of movement resulting in sub optimal results, improving mobility will 
resulting in greater range of movement and improved strength over time 


• Time efficient - a mobility drill can be completed in 5-7 minutes  




Mobility drills - activation 


• Pick a routine to do before one of your workouts, or pick a few key exercises to do before you 
smash your gym workout  


Mobility routine for full body workout  

• Mobility routine for Upper body workout 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest 

A1 Dynamic Hip flexor opener 1 8 each side 0

A2 Pan stretch dynamic 1 12 0

A3 Butterfly hip bridge 1 12 0

A4 Quadruped 1 16 0

A5 Scapula push up 1 12 0

A6 Thoracic openers 1 6-8 each side 0

A7 Band pull a parts - yellow noodle 
band 

1 15 Move to workout 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest 

A1 Scapula push ups 1 12 0

A2 Quadruped 1 16 0

A3 Thoracic openers 1 6-8 each side 0

A4 Band up and overs (yellow band 1 15 0

A5 Band pull a parts ( yellow band 1 15 0

A6 Floor slides / wall slides 1 15 Move to workout 
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• Mobility routine for Lower body workout 

•

Exercise Sets Reps Rest 

A1 Dynamic Hip flexor opener 1 8 each side 0

A2 Pan stretch dynamic 1 12 0

A3 Butterfly hip bridge 1 12 0

A4 Quadruped 1 16 0

A5 Hips to thoracic rotation 1 12 0

A6 Forward lunge rotation 1 6-8 each side Move to workout

 

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780756144/362e2529b4
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780755402/e51125a7f3
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780754555/bad4aa069f
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780753607/9f8127c7fc
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/780752093/a503d0fa76
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/779878572/b59557f0cd

